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SOCIAL MEDIA, LAW, AND THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION
WITHIN THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY

Martin F. Frascogna*
Adrienn Karancsi**

The global issues confronting the entertainment business, if navigated
properly, can generate explosive gains for entertainment rights holders and
creators, regardless of the entertainment field. However, with the explosion and entrenchment of social media in our daily lives, legal rights
quickly become blurred when compared to modern conveniences. The digital age, Internet, international expansion, and social media present both a
unique problem and solution for today's entertainers. Who will develop
the legal standard which ultimately appeals to all parties involved in the
entertainment digital revolution-entertainment executives, Internet service providers (ISPs), tech companies, rights holders, consumers, or legislators? More so, where will this legal standard be developed?
Over the last decade, the entertainment world has experienced a shifting in power from the United States as the epicenter into a more global
distribution of influence. The movement has been gradual, but the change
has only recently been highlighted. The 2009 Oscars was dominated by the
Indian influenced film Slumdog Millionaire, which took home eight Academy Awards.' On the music front at the 2009 Grammy Awards, five international artists were nominated for the once American-conquered category
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Frascogna has become the authoritative figure on all international entertainment issues including
intellectual property, legal, marketing, promotions and global expansion. He has worked with
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the General Practitioner,published by the American Bar Association (ABA). His contribution made
Frascogna one of the youngest attorneys published by the ABA on entertainment law. He also
authored an e-book series titled: How to Market & Promote Music in ITALY, How to Market &
Promote Music in SWEDEN, How to Market & Promote Music in CANADA.
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1. SLUMDOG MILLIONAIRE Wins 8 Academy Awards!, Fox SEARCHLIGHT (Feb. 22, 2009),
http://content.foxsearchlight.com/inside/node/3272.
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"Record of the Year." 2 The changes have forced entertainers and rights
holders to think differently and think globally. However, thinking "globally" often presents unforeseen complications that are beginning to bubble
to the surface. Couple entertainment expansion and conflicting international laws with the convenience of social media, and you have a potential
recipe for an intellectual property apocalypse.
In order to understand the evolving entertainment economy and how
to gain a steady foothold moving forward, it is important to recognize
where the market has been. Up to now, the world of entertainment has
been dominated by the United States. Expanding entertainment careers,
music, movie distribution, sports franchises, or works of authorship into an
international market was seen as a fallback strategy. Competition continues to rise within the industry on U.S. soil; coupled with globalization in all
aspects of business, naturally market boundaries are beginning to expand.
The United States only represents four percent of the world's entertainment consumers,3 so it is easy to see the logic in with expanding into markets with large populations such as India and China. Expanding into
largely populated areas only makes sense when the market creates a demand for a particular product.
Social media can often be seen as the connecting piece between the
entertainment community and international expansion, therefore easily
generating content demand. Because information can be accessed and distributed by hundreds of millions of people instantaneously via social media
outlets, entertainment expansion can cross borders (and laws) within
seconds. Due to this rapid growth, one must understand that different cultures process entertainment differently, often finding their own genre classification helpful in communicating material. For example, pop music to
Americans has a conflicting musical style to what Swedes classify as pop
music. Bollywood films in India may carry a prestigious connotation, yet
appear artistically comical to someone in Ireland. Essentially, the changing
market has fragmented into thousands of sub-markets (or niche markets)
that have not only created more demands, but have ultimately expanded
the entertainment economy outside of U.S. territory.
The entertainment economy today is so vast that there is always a
niche market to fit obscure demands. Briefly, think about the evolution of
the niche market. In the past, you could enter a movie rental location and
have four genre options: horror, drama, action, and comedy. Today, the
selection process could take hours, now incorporating foreign films, Japanese animation, indie films, documentaries, musicals, sci-fi films, Westerns,
adventure films, computer animation, or thriller options, just to name few.
Digital music stores are no different, expanding from the traditional rock,
classical, blues, jazz, or R&B selections, into emo, foreign, death metal,
2. The 2009 Grammy Nominees, IDOLATOR (Dec. 3, 2008), http://idolator.com/5101716/the2009-grammy-nominees.
3. MICHAEL J. WoLF, THE ENTERTAINMENT ECONOMY 16 (Times Books 1999).
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electronic, breakcore, fusion, K-pop, or shoegraze. This new market generates "niches" which essentially fuel the global entertainment business. The
notion of a specific niche, no matter how obscure it may appear, has created the market theory of "the long tail."' In summary, the long tail theory
focuses on the fact that niche products can essentially last forever, sometimes outlasting the products or services marketed for mainstream appeal.'
The possibilities are literally endless.
From a legal perspective, when the social media aspect is injected into
the "new entertainment economy," the past, present, and future direction
of the entertainment industry shall prosper or die by the implementation of
laws used to protect rights holders. In the age of "Internet equals free,"
social media is becoming an increasing area of controversy. Take for example the simplicity of a musical concert poster. Concert posters have long
been the standard when promoting musical gigs. It is a simple, efficient
technique, and people generally love seeing these unique pieces of art. In
today's dismal music market of fading music sales, artists rely heavily upon
poster design as an additional merchandise revenue stream, but few realize
the legal significance behind the simple product. In short: who owns the
concert poster? The band that is performing? The designer? Bands with
limited-edition numbered concert poster prints may be able to sell good
designs for $100, therefore profiting more from posters than from CD sales.
Established bands with a vintage concert poster dating to the 1960s may
sell for $10,000 or more.
Prior to injecting the social media element into the equation, it is important to understand how concert posters have traditionally been used. A
music venue and/or promoter books a band and subsequently hires an artist to design a concert poster surrounding the performance. The band provides the venue/promoter with photography and logos, and the venue/
promoter in return passes the information off to the poster designer.
With new technology, new methods are being used. Now, it may be
common for a band to design a concert poster and later provide the poster
to certain venues showcasing the venue logo and information. Others
bands hire poster designers who design, print, and distribute the poster.
Regardless, every scenario will consist of three major legal components
that often go ignored when it comes times to establish the proper rights
holder: trademarks, copyrights, and right of publicity.
I.

TRADEMARK

For practical purposes, suppose "BAND X" owns a trademark. Additionally, the BAND X trademark is used in a design by a poster designer.
The designer constructs an intriguing piece of concert poster art for the
band's upcoming show. The band owns the trademark but did not license
the mark for use. At this point, we have stumbled upon a legal issue. The
4. See generally Chris
5. Id.

ANDERSON, THE LONG TAIL

(Hyperion Books 2006).
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designer will suggest that use of the mark was simply implied. In part, this
is correct; however, consider when, years later, the band signs with a major
label and begins selling millions of albums. The concert poster becomes a
collector's item with a high price tag, but who owns it and who can legally
sell the artwork? The original poster designer could begin printing, distributing, and selling the poster design because of his total contribution, all
while the band receives no financial benefit. On the other hand, the band
could claim ownership of the design due to the unauthorized use of the
trademark.
II. COPYRIGHT
Continuing the example, BAND X provides promotional photography
to a poster designer who in return places the group picture into a poster
design. Who owns the rights to the band promo photo? Did the photographer who took the band picture license the photo to the group? Were
rights secured because the band hired the photographer under a work-forhire agreement? Further, should either party reprint additional copies for
purchase, who may rightfully sell the product?
III. RIGHT OF PUBLICITY
Right of publicity, as discussed later, authorizes monetary damages
when someone's image, photo, or likeness is used for commercial gain
without their consent. 6 For example, if "VENUE X" or "DESIGNER X"
begins selling concert posters following the performance of BAND X, but
did not receive authorization from the band in order to do so, a right of
publicity violation may be considered. In this scenario, VENUE X or DESIGNER X may subject themselves to litigation because they have infringed upon the bands image.
So what does all of this have to do with social media, law, and the
adapting entertainment industry? Concert posters are simply today's hotbutton monetizing topic. However, the topic still concerns a relatively tangible product: concert posters. The legal components-trademark, copyright, and right of publicity-help define who retains the legal rights to sell,
manufacture, and distribute the poster for financial gain.
Social media has blurred the line between intellectual property and
tangible products on a colossal, global scale. A poster designer may promote his most recent creation for a band on his Facebook page, which is
accessible to millions, and sell it on Facebook, potentially directing traffic
to his website storefront in order to sell the product. But who owns the
product to sell? Musicians can create audio samples from a variety of
copyrighted works and have them for sale on their MySpace pages, YouTube, or SoundCloud accounts, all while potential fans believe the creation
to be an original work. Videographers can easily create video "mashups,"
infringing upon someone else's work, yet release the product to millions
6. See, e.g., Prima v. Darden Rests., Inc. 78 F. Supp. 2d 337 (2000).
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through Twitter or Vimeo. As social media was once used to "be social,"
now it is being used as a storefront due to increasing technology and
software.
Who polices IP infringement in digital space? American copyrights
may be violated by a musician in India who subsequently releases an unauthorized song sample in Norway, who in return sends the music track to
friends in Sweden, who then post the link in a Twitter post accessed by
friends in 17 different countries. Meanwhile, the infringer capitalizes on
the violated trademark, copyright, and right of publicity belonging to the
official rights holder. How can this be patrolled on a global level? Why
should ISPs providing the material be held responsible if users in Greece
infringe upon the copyright of an American? The business model works
for ISPs (i.e., attracting users) so why care if a film is downloaded illegally
for a filmmaker in San Diego?
While currently in the revolutionary curve of how information is distributed on the Internet, until 2011 the music industry played a rather protective role by trying to retain control over both music and artwork. Today,
with the boom of social media, we are experiencing an interesting and exciting time. The international entertainment community is finally recognizing that the dissemination of music in digital networks constitutes the
exploitation of the copyright that is attached to it. However, this revolutionary thinking now applies to all areas of entertainment, not just the music industry.
From a music industry perspective, consolidating the relationship between music content right holders and service providers is an exceptionally
important and challenging next step. The often-mentioned solution to such
a challenging relationship between rights holders and tech companies
(ISPs) is to have companies govern themselves, therefore not holding users
liable for infringement activity.' However, tensions between the entertainment industry and tech companies are twofold.
First, the proper safeguarding of intellectual property rights in the digital space can be achieved only through concerted action led by the technology service providers. Service providers have the apparatus to understand
the weaknesses of their systems and how to avoid illegal hacking. Globally,
there has been great turmoil and debate surrounding suggested legislation,
such as SOPA and PIPA in the U.S. and the ACTA in Europe.' In structural theory, the practical notion of privacy, the main function of intellectual property that is intrinsic to the right of freedom of speech and the right
to access free entertainment content, has become largely misinterpreted.9
People harshly oppose the idea that any state authority would be allowed
7. See, e.g., Susan J. DRUCKER & GARY GUMPERT, REGULATING CONVERGENCE (SUSAN J.
& GARY GUMPERT eds., 2010).
8. Tyson Barker, Europe in Turmoil Over Internet Anti-Piracy Legislation,ATLANTIC (Feb. 27,
2012), http://www.theatlantic.com/internationallarchive/2012/02/europe-in-turmoil-over-internet-antipiracy-legislation/253637.
9. See generally PAUL L.C. TORREMANS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND HUMAN RIGHTS (Paul
L.C. Torremans ed., 2008)
DRUCKER
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to monitor the private sphere.10 Also, there are heavy protests against national government authorities vigilantly prosecuting private commercial activities on the Internet." The notion of privacy is approached very
differently in Europe, with its main concerns for personal dignity. In contrast, America's general view on the topic is concerned with liberty, often
leading to instant suspicions towards state censorship.12
On the other side of the coin, however, do we realize that we have
already given all our information to private companies that often are not
even based in our own country? If we become victims of cyber-attacks by
rogue websites and undercover criminals, where do we turn? Existing legislation is admittedly insufficient to stop illegal activities in the digital
space. From a practical application, the most striking concern with the
SOPA, PIPA, and ACTA debates is that we hear intense, mainly wellfounded opposition from technology stakeholders explaining why these
legislative solutions will fail to operate properly.' 3 However, we hardly
hear any constructive suggestions coming from the tech side as to how legislation can positively resolve the intellectual property void.
The second issue between rights holders and ISPs that needs to be
explored is the widespread notion of "free" music. The concept similarly
applies to film, television, and books. Undoubtedly, intellectual property
attorneys agree that piracy is unwanted, and counterfeiting activities causing major damage in our society. For example, merchandising, distributing
fake medication, or unlawfully fabricating electronic toys for children, etc.,
should be pursued and stalled.14 However, to the layperson without knowledge of intellectual property, today's society seems to accept and close its
eyes to the copyright infringement committed by illegally downloading entertainment purely for convenience. ISPs, and more so society, have created a generally accepted culture of extreme and widespread criminal
behavior. It is very difficult to expect the average user to obey outdated
rules when new technology allows for easy evasion without any major retribution. Who is to blame: consumers, ISPs, rights holders, or dated legislation? Consider the fact that currently on the Internet, it is almost
impossible to distinguish between legal and illegal services.' 5
The problems with compensation for music are entangled by diverse
misperceptions. When asked to take a stand on the question of paying for
10. See, e.g., Julian Sanchez, SOPA: An Architecture for Censorship,CATO INSTrrTE (Dec. 20,
2011, 3:55 PM), http://www.cato-at-liberty.org/sopa-an-architecture-for-censorship.
11. See, e.g., Jonathon Green, ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CENSORSHIP (Facts on File 2005)(2010).
12. James Q. Whitman, The Two Western Cultures of Privacy: Dignity versus Liberty, YALE LAW
SCHOOL LEGAL SCHOLARSHIP REPOSITORY (Jan. 1, 2004), http://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/cgilview
content.cgi?=1647&context=fss-papers.
13. Wikipedia:SOPA initiative, WIKIPEDIA, http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilWikpedia:SOPA
initiative.
14. Lilian Edwards, Role and Responsibility Of Internet IntermediariesIn The Field Of Copyright
And Related Rights, WIPO, http://wipo.int/copyrightlen/doc/role andresponsibility-of the-internet_
intermediaries_.pdf (last visited Aug. 30, 2012).
15. See Edward K. Cheng, StructuralLaws and the Puzzle of Regulating Behavior, 100 Nw. U. L.
Rev. 655 (2006).
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music, the layperson reverts in time to approximately ten years ago. Then,
people still had to pay around twelve dollars for an entire CD, even if they
really intended to buy only one or two tracks of the disc. The music industry is well aware that this era has passed. It is eager to see upcoming, new
technologies (with their creative content) in action.
The other challenge is devaluation-the estimation of the sales value
of each individual track."6 Within record labels, there is a healthy debate
on a strategy to monetize content with service providers. Each side of the
debate offers very different solutions and visions of where the industry is
going." Is it going toward partnership or to the direction of vendor-buyer
deals? Because of cloud computing and subscription-based music services,
there are already many user-friendly solutions in place that could make the
shift to paying royalties convenient and smooth for the entire entertainment chain, from creation to consumption.
The Gartner Group has an interesting take on the evolution of the
Internet. It observed that since the early days of Internet technology, we
have experienced four phases of Internet evolution.'" The first phase was
direct navigation, typing in the exact address and simply entering the designated website. In the second phase, we started using portals, such as Yahoo!, MSN, etc.1 9 These services helped us choose the content most
appealing to us from a large number of topics. This was shortly followed by
the revolutionary phase of search engines, where we could promptly find
the aimed content by specifying our interest in detail.20 Today, with the
advent of massive social media platforms, we have arrived in the era of
social distribution of information. This evolutionary process has taken approximately seventeen years. 21 Today's society is smart, and when new
technology is available, people are eager to use it. Still, the real reason why
people use social media platforms, as today's statistics reveal, is ultimately
to gain access to creative content, art, and entertainment. "Panem et circenses!" 22 People need to be entertained!
Entertainment is everywhere. More particularly, music is everywhere;
it is social, shared with friends, and discovered through social media networks. Social media is the key element for music discovery and for choosing among fifteen million tracks to find what appeals to you. Search efforts
are redirected into the social media world in order to see what likeminded
people (e.g., social media "friends") enjoy. In a world of infinite choices,
where do you start? You start with your network. You start with what
16. Paul P. Tallon, Kenneth L. Kraemer, & Vijay Gurbaxani, Executives's Perceptions of the Business Value of Information Technology: A Process Oriented Approach, 16 J. MGMT. INFO. Sys. 145
(2000).
17. For more information on this debate, see http://www.mediafuturist.com/monetizing-content/.
18. Christopher Baum & Andrea Di Maio, Gartner's Four Phases of E-Government Model,
GARTNER, http://www.gartner.com/id=317292(last visited Aug. 30, 2012).
19. Id.
20. Id.
21. Id.
22. Thomas James Martin, Bread and Circuses, THOMASJAMESMARTIN.COM (Aug. 12,2003), http:/
/www.thomasjamesmartin.com/breadcircus.htm.
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trends your friends set. In order to be able to see what trends people are
following, programmed and pragmatic recommendation services become
essential.
From a holistic viewpoint, it is incorrect and inaccurate to say that
there is too much choice for consumers in the digital marketplace to access
music, especially when the majority of consumers are still using illegal services to download music. 2 3 The marketplace is still underserved. We have
not yet seen the critical mass of services because the digital revolution
seems to be happening in reverse. From earlier vast megastores, we have
evolved more specialized and territorially-outspread music service providers. In the near future, we will see diversification, both in terms of specialization and territory. Recently, we have also seen the growing number of
new streaming service providers launching products in Africa, Latin
America, and Southeast Asia,2 4 which indicates that specialized territorial
growth and consumption is not a temporary fad but rather a global
intervention.
These extensive changes in the digital marketplace impose heavy challenges. At the same time, they pose new hopes for a resurrection of the
entertainment industry through promotional convenience; entertainers can
receive tools to potentially influence millions without middleman intercession. It is essential that the current architecture of intellectual rights management develops a swift, yet efficient, answer to the radically changed
habits and requirements of their targeted audience. Tech stakeholders, in
conjunction with global legislators, should lead the way in the articulation
of the upcoming digital media legislation, since they have all the empirical
data and professional knowledge to understand the working methods and
possible pitfalls of the Internet. Entertainment executive panels should
also be structured to dictate what is deemed a practical application of new
laws. This approach, in essence, is what entertainment executives have experienced, without success, for a decade. They tend to accuse music industry stakeholders of charging hyperbolically; in reality, technology
developers are lacking real incentives to promptly solve legal licensing
problems.25 What works properly for them does not need to be repaired.
Technology and entertainment are interconnected, and one cannot go
without the other. Technology companies provide the entertainment industry an alternative solution for navigating the digital marketplace. The
digital marketplace operates at such an incredibly fast pace that many
times neither party-entertainment industry professionals or ISPs-take

23. See Stuart Dredge, Liveblog: Google, UMG, Amazon, and Merlin talk digital music, Music
ALLY (Jan. 20, 2012), http://musically.com/2012/01/30/liveblog-google-umg-amazon-and-merlin-talkdigital-music/.
24. Issue no. 132 21 June 2012, BALANCING AcT, http://balancingact-africa.com/news/broadcast/
issue-no132 (last visited Aug. 30, 2012).
25. Eric Goldman, Technology & Marketing Law Blog, ERICGOLDMAN.ORG (July 12, 2012),
http://blog.ericgoldman.orglarchives/internet-history/.
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into consideration the long-term implications of their revolutionary services. However, moving too fast in the world of intellectual property, without taking necessary steps, can cause serious damages in the long run.
Creative content attracts an immense volume of public interest. As a rule,
we can say that the more inventive it is, the more important it is for the
public to have it released. In terms of music, if a record is made that brings
talent and a real message to the audience, people will be eager to listen to
it, share it, and integrate it into their private lives.
Creating entertainment is a costly and time-consuming process.
Before disclosing art to the public, creators need to make sure that all the
proper legal safeguards are in place to secure that their hard work will still
be worthwhile in the long-run. Entertainment is a field where many different areas of law come into play: copyright law, moral rights, trademark law,
criminal law (computer fraud), media law, personality rights, competition
law, broadcasting law, telecommunication law, employment law, etc. Usually, these areas all cover a segment of the protection required for the creative community to secure the works of authorship. Trademarks, copyrights,
and right of publicity, addressed throughout, are merely components that
need to be protected in the cyber-age. Social media is becoming the vehicle in which constant infringement of these components runs rampant, producing a continuous crippling effect on the global entertainment industry if
no proper policies are in place. No individual piece of the digital puzzle
(e.g., ISPs, rights holders, consumers, and entertainment executives) can
resolve the issue of mass infringement. The solution lies with a consistent,
yet applicable, global international intellectual property policy that is specifically drafted for social media infringement.

